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Program Analysis

The Educator Preparation Institutes (EPI) program, which is run at Pasco Hernando State College, provides an alternate route to teacher certification for mid-career professionals and college graduates who do not have a degree in education. Students with a baccalaureate degree from a regionally-accredited college or university may enter the EPI program to prepare to take the Professional Educator, Florida Teacher Certification Exam (FTCE).

As an extension of a historical commitment to educator preparation, the Florida Legislature passed Senate Bill 2986 in 2004, establishing 1004.85, F.S., to provide the opportunity for postsecondary institutions to create Educator Preparation Institutes (FLDOE, 2016). Educator Preparation Institute programs were created to help recruit, support, produce, and place highly-qualified workforce-ready educators in high-need subject areas and specializations with an emphasis on reading, math, and science. The Educator Preparation Institute at Pasco Hernando State Colle is a dynamic, learning-centered alternative certification program, with a faculty and staff who are dedicated to promoting a model for continuous lifelong learning, teaching excellence and supporting a community network (PHSC, 2016). 

According to the Florida Department of Education Bureau of Educator Recruitment, Development, and Retention, “Educator Preparation Institutes are specialized teacher training programs that may be offered at any accredited Florida community college, university or private college (FLDOE, 2016). The EPI program offers learners the opportunity to obtain a State of Florida Professional Teaching Certificate. In addition, the program offers learners opportunities to realize their “full creative potential”. Recent data collected by the Florida Department of Education finds that students who complete EPI programs enter classrooms in Florida, teaching a variety of levels and disciplines, including those critical need areas such as math, science and reading. Teachers who were prepared through EPI programs have consistently evaluated their preparatory experiences as being very effective in preparing them for the classroom (PHSC, 2016). These programs can be established at any accredited postsecondary institution, with prior approval from the DOE.

The EPI program at Pasco Hernando State College began in 2010. There are only 23 locations in the state of Florida that offer the EPI program, and PHSC is one of only a few that offer the program totally online. The curriculum of the EPI program consists of seven courses relating to the standards of the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices (FEAPs). Review and approval of educator preparation institutes in Florida consists of two parallel systems - one for initial approval and one for continued approval - both of which are governed by State Statute and Rule. The focus of the initial review is "process-oriented," whereas the focus of the continued review is "outcome-oriented" (Florida’s College System, 2008).

	The stakeholders involved in this program evaluation are the college that this program is based out of, Pasco Hernando State College (PHSC), the Florida Department of Education (DOE), the Florida Public School System, the students of the program, and State of Florida Educators. 

	The college, PHSC, is interested in producing qualified teachers, program completer’s, and graduates of the program. The difference between a program completer and graduate, is a student completes the program by completing and passing all 21 credit hours of classes. A student is a graduate of the program once they pass all 21 credit hours of classes, and have taken and passed the General Knowledge exam, the Professional Educator Exam, and any subject area exams. The students have a vested interest in the program and are expecting the program to meet the state requirements for alternative certification. 

	The Florida DOE has a vested interest in having program completer’s, program graduates, and qualified teachers. The Florida school systems have a vested interest in having qualified teachers for the classrooms. Finally the state of Florida has a vested interest in having highly qualified teachers in the classrooms. All of the stakeholders have interests that are connected and overlap each other. Ultimately they all want qualified teachers in the classroom. At the state level, the college, state, and local schools all want to not only have qualified teacher, but program completer’s and graduates. 

	Additional contextual factors that need to be considered to have a clearer picture of the environment in which the program evaluation is going to take place are content evaluation, teacher availability, teacher qualifications, and functionality of each module, certifications, and field experience. To interweave these contextual factors into the overall program evaluation they will be identified by priority and value add. The program is entirely online, with the exception of the field experience locations, therefore having dedicated facilities to classes is not necessary. 

	A few challenges that some EPI programs encounter include: geography of the service area, coordination of the EPI program schedule and the college-wide program and reporting schedule, and potential students from out-of-state having to wait a period of time to gain residency (Florida’s College System, 2008). Another initial challenge cited by Florida’s College System (2008) was building trust with the school district. Such incidents require that EPI programs develop strategies for overcoming barriers such as being creative with marketing to make their EPI program stand out.

	Potential ethical challenges involved in an evaluation of this program include personal bias due to prior education and teaching experience, feedback from the communities and students, and stakeholders face the ethical challenge of allowing the evaluation to be conducted without trying to influence the outcome based on personal gain. Evaluating the program with clear objectives and data based research will ensure ethical challenges are minimized. 

Evaluative Criteria

	For the program I am evaluating, I have chosen to use the Program-Oriented Evaluation Approach. The advantages of the Program-Oriented Evaluation include providing research literature to program creators, explaining program outcomes, avoiding black box (unknown about outcomes) and emphasizing the program outcomes. The curriculum of the EPI program consists of seven courses relating to the standards of the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices (FEAPs). Review and approval of educator preparation institutes in Florida consists of two parallel systems, one for initial approval and one for continued approval, both of which are governed by State Statute and Rule. The focus of the initial review is "process-oriented," whereas the focus of the continued review is "outcome-oriented" (Florida’s College System, 2008).

	When thinking about how to effectively determine program outcomes, activities, and indicators, it is essential to engage a broad range of stakeholders in a purposeful discussion. It is important to convene the appropriate group of stakeholders (such as organizational leaders, program staff, program partners) and ask yourselves the following questions. To create the program evaluation questions I considered the following (Department of Energy, n.d.): 

What are the desired outcomes of this program? What are the goals? What are we trying to accomplish within the next month/quarter/year(s)?

How will we get there? What activities will enable us to reach our outcomes? 

What will indicate to us that we are making progress toward the desired outcomes?

This led to the following evaluation questions:

Are staff implementing the program within the same timeframe?

What variations in implementation, if any, occur by site? Why are variations occurring? Are they likely to affect program outcomes?

What are the benefits for program beneficiaries?

Are there any unintended consequences of program participation?

What recommendations do program staff offer for future program implementers? 

		In response to the state’s critical need for new teachers, the Florida Legislature and the State Board of Education developed multiple pathways for teacher preparation and the demonstration of standards required to qualify for a Professional Educator’s Certificate. The three pathways for teacher preparation available at community colleges are (1) site-determined baccalaureate degrees; (2) concurrent-use or joint-use programs and (3) Educator Preparation Institutes. These competency-based alternative certification programs are playing a vital role in building the future teacher workforce. Community colleges in Florida are in an ideal position to provide EPI alternative certification programs due to their ability to offer flexible delivery and geographic convenience to students preparing for the teaching profession. Educator Preparation Institute programs were created to help recruit, support, produce, and place highly qualified workforce-ready educators in high-need subject areas and specializations with an emphasis on reading, math, and science. According to the Florida Department of Education Bureau of Educator Recruitment, Development, and Retention, Educator Preparation Institutes are specialized teacher training programs that may be offered at any accredited Florida community college, university or private college (Educator Preparation Institute, 2016). 

	A few elements that some EPI programs encounter and will not be evaluated include: geography of the service area, coordination of the EPI program schedule and the college-wide program and reporting schedule, potential students from out-of-state having to wait a period of time to gain residency, and the marketing plan for each program. These elements are site specific, not program specific, therefore will not be evaluated. 
	The stakeholders that should be involved in determining the final evaluation questions and evaluative criteria include the Florida Department of Education EPI representative, the EPI Coordinator, and the Dean of the Education Department. These stakeholders control the approval process and ongoing program continuation. In addition to the program itself, current policies of community college EPI programs should be reviewed to ensure that participants are receiving the training and assistance required related to FTCE test dates, field experience hours, course substitutions, and advanced educational opportunities.




Evaluation Model Table



		Evaluation Model

		Advantages

		Disadvantages



		EXPERTISE AND CONSUMER-ORIENTED APPROACHES

		Applicable to many areas; efficiency (ease of implementation, timing); Emphasis on consumer information needs, developing checklists; influence on product developers; concern with cost effectiveness and utility

		Reliability, replicability and vulnerability to personal bias; scarcity of supporting documentation to support conclusions open to conflict of interest. Lack of sponsors or funders; not open to debate or cross-examination.



		PROGRAM-ORIENTED EVALUATION APPROACHES

		Prompts link to program creators and to research literature; helps explain program outcomes, avoids black box (unknown about outcomes); emphasis on explanation of program outcomes.

		May be too concerned with research, less with stakeholders; possible overemphasis on outcomes.



		DECISION-ORIENTED EVALUATION APPROACHES

		Potentially comprehensive; sensitive to information needs of those in a leadership position or who will use evaluation; systematic approach to evaluation; use of evaluation throughout the process of program development. 

		Assumption of orderliness; rationality, and predictability in decision making; focus on the concerns of managers or leaders. 



		PARTICIPATION-ORIENTED EVALUATION APPROACHES

		Pluralistic; focus on description and judgement; emphasis on understanding and use; recognition and pursuit of different types of use, including organizational and individual learning; focus on the particulars of a program.

		Potentially high labor intensity; potential for stakeholders with less knowledge of evaluation to lead study inappropriately; less generalizable; less replicable.













For the program I am evaluating, I have chosen to use the Program-Oriented Evaluation Approach. The advantages of Program-Oriented Evaluation are it provides research literature to program creators, helps explain program outcomes, avoids black box (unknown about outcomes) and emphasizes the program outcomes. PHSC is one of only a few that offer the program totally online. The curriculum of the EPI program consists of seven courses relating to the standards of the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices (FEAPs). Review and approval of educator preparation institutes in Florida consists of two parallel systems - one for initial approval and one for continued approval - both of which are governed by State Statute and Rule. The focus of the initial review is "process-oriented," whereas the focus of the continued review is "outcome-oriented" (Florida’s College System, 2008).























Reporting Strategy Table

		Stakeholder

		Reporting Strategy

		Implications

		Stakeholder Involvement



		

Florida Department of Education EPI representative

		Microsoft word document, follow up conference call if needed

		The FLDOE EPI representative may decide to ask for additional data, completion data, certification data, enrollment data, and provide specific goals for the EPI program.

		After initial results are shared, the FLDOE EPI representative may provide additional evaluation information



		

EPI Coordinator

		Microsoft word document, face to face meeting is needed

		The EPI Coordinator may decide to re-evaluate the curriculum, re-design the curriculum and possible program goals.

		The EPI Coordinate will be directly involved in the creation and maintenance of the program and program goals. 



		

Dean of the Education Department

		Microsoft word document, face to face meeting is needed

		The Dean of Education may require additional data to determine if the program is beneficial for the college. 

		The Dean of Education determines if the program will continue or be phased out. 



		

Values, Standards, and Criteria:  The reporting strategy will provide literature to program creators, helps explain program outcomes, avoids black box (unknown about outcomes) and emphasizes the program outcomes. PHSC is one of only a few that offer the program totally online. The curriculum of the EPI program consists of seven courses relating to the standards of the Florida Educator Accomplished Practices (FEAPs). Review and approval of educator preparation institutes in Florida consists of two parallel systems - one for initial approval and one for continued approval - both of which are governed by State Statute and Rule. The focus of the initial review is "process-oriented," whereas the focus of the continued review is "outcome-oriented" (Florida’s College System, 2008).





		

Potential ethical issues: All stakeholders involved may be too concerned with research, less with the benefit to the school systems and teacher; possible overemphasis on outcomes.
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